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THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN – MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

GENERAL SECONDARY CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION-2020-2021 

FINAL EXAMINATION                                                    

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A, B, C or ), choose the correct answer from 10 – 1: For questions (OCABULARYV

D to complete each of the following sentences.  

1) ……….. means a program that checks whether a certain on a web page should be 

displayed to the viewer.  

A) Filter                   B) Whiteboard               C) Calculation                      D) Blog 

 

2) ……….. means someone who has finished their first degree and is continuing to study 

either a Master’s or PhD.   

A) Postgraduate              B) Undergraduate              C) Simulator               D) Tutorial 

 

3)  I’d ……….. you to think deeply before quitting your job. 

A) advising                     B) advisable                       C) advise                    D) advisor      

     

4) Anyone with heart, lungs or blood ………. problems should ask for medical advice.  

A) circulate                     B) circulation                     C) circulated                D) circulates   

 

5) Thousands of people fall victims to electronic …….. each year.  

A) security settings        B) energy                  C) email exchange          D) identity fraud 

 

6) The main feature of a ………. is that it is socially and economically advanced. 

A) compulsory               B) contradictory           C) developed nation          D) tuition  

 

7) Studying ……….. lets me focus on my love of language in an analytical way. 

A) linguistics                 B) colloquial                 C) prospects                    D) sociology   

 

8) The recycling project has been ……….. carried out in my school. 

A) success                     B) successful                  C) successfully               D) succeed  

 

9) Is one side of the brain more ……….. than the other?  

A) dominate                  B) dominance                 C) dominant                   D) dominantly  

 

10) I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to play it by ear. 

The underlined body idiom means: 

A) give permission                                          B) to deal with a situation as it develops           

C) to have mental ability for numbers            D) to lose confidence at the last minute  
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GRAMMAR: For questions (11 –26), choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D. 

 

11) While my mother was washing the dishes, our fiends …………. to visit us. 

A) was coming                 B) come                 C) came              D) comes 

 

12) The employees …………. the manager’s office for an hour before he came. 

A) has been cleaning       B) have been cleaning       C) had been cleaning       D) cleaned 

 

13) I can’t call my dad right now. He ……….. the plane. It takes off in an hour. 

A) was boarding      B) would be boarding        C) are boarding         D) will be 

boarding  

 

14) Rashed …….. his artificial limp …….. last month. 

A) has / worn           B) had / worn                    C) was / worn         D) is / worn 

 

15) My father ………. to drink coffee, but now he does. 

A) don’t use            B) doesn’t use              C) wasn’t use          D) didn’t use 

 

16) Many live animals in our country ………. to the EU last year 

A) exported             B) was exported           C) were exported              D) are exported 

 

17) Rasha ……… her friend’s dictionary if she had her own. 

A) borrowed            B) will borrow             C) will not borrow         D) wouldn’t borrow 

 

18) I had difficulty in driving cars in the past, but now I can drive well. 

A) I am used to driving cars well now.              B) I used to drive cars well in the past. 

C) I am used to drive cars well now.                  D) I used to driving cars well in the past.  

 

19) “We are visiting the museum today.” 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is: 

A) Marwan said that they are visiting the museum that day. 

B) Marwan said that we were visiting the museum this day. 

C) Marwan said that they were visiting the museum that day. 

D) Marwan said that we are visiting the museum today. 

 

20) Is it possible to learn a new language online? 

The correct indirect question of the one above is: 

A) Do you know whether is it possible to learn a new language online.          

B) Do you know whether it is possible to learn a new language online?         

C) Do you know whether it was possible to learn a new language online.          

D) Do you know whether possible was it to learn a new language online?          
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21) I don’t know how to use Zoom application for meetings. 

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A) If only I have known how to use Zoom application for meetings.                          

B) If only I had known how to use Zoom application for meetings.                          

C) If only I knew how to use Zoom application for meetings.                          

D) If only I know how to use Zoom application for meetings.                          

 

22) Too much pastry affects health negatively.  

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A) It has believed that too much pastry is to be affected health negatively.  

B) It is believed that too much pastry affects health negatively. 

C) It was believed that too much pastry had affected health negatively. 

D) It had believed that too much pastry will affect health negatively.  

 

23) I felt a bit confused because I stayed late at night. I wish I ……. late at night. 

A) hadn’t stayed           B) haven’t stayed            C) had stayed              D) stayed  

 

24) Ali ibn Nafi’ revolutionised the musical theory in the world. 

      The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is: 

A) The thing that Ali ibn Nafi’ revolutionised in the world was the musical theory.  

B) The person who revolutionised the musical theory in the world is Ali ibn Nafi’ 

C) It was Ali ibn Nafi’ who revolutionised the musical theory in the world. 

D) The thing which revolutionised Ali ibn Nafi’ was the musical theory in the world. 

 

25) Children in Jordan start school one year later than children in England. 

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A) Children in England start school one year later than children in Jordan. 

B) Children in Jordan start school one year earlier than children in England. 

C) Children in England start school one year earlier than children in Jordan. 

D) Children in Jordan don’t start school one year as late as children in England. 

 

26) Eating fresh vegetables is believed to reduce blood pressure. 

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A) Health experts believed that eating fresh vegetables reduces blood pressure. 

B) Health experts believe that eating fresh vegetables reduces blood pressure. 

C) Health experts believe that eating fresh vegetables reduce blood pressure. 

D) Health experts are believed that eating fresh vegetables reduces blood pressure. 
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WRITING: For questions (27 – 30) , choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D. 

 

27) ……… people are able to switch between two systems of speech, writing, and 

structure quite easily. 

A) Multelingual          B) Multilingoal               C) Moltilingual              D) Multilingual 

 

28)   Jordan is rich in potach and phosphate …… and the ……. industry for these 

minerals is one of the largest in the world. 

A) , / extrection             B) , / extraktion               C) . / extracsion            D) , / extraction    

 

29) The ……… cells inside the patient’s brain ………… . 

A) cancarous / have located                                 B) cancerous / has been located 

C) cancerous / have been located                        D) cancirous / have been located  

  

30) The ……. which is …….. was severely damaged after the accident. 

A) appendege / artificial                                         B) appendage / arteficial 

C) appendage / artificial                                         D) appandege / artifecial  

 

 

 

The End 
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